Assessing the Creditworthiness of Patchwork Portfolio Entrepreneurs in Emerging Markets: an Investment Theory-Based Approach

Summary:
Many portfolio entrepreneurs can only sustain their financial independence by engaging simultaneously in more than one business enterprise. Furthermore, diversifying their income sources may enable them to withstand economic turbulences more easily than entrepreneurs that are solely dependent on one company. This paper addresses the specific issue of how this so-called patchwork entrepreneurship affects the creditworthiness of entrepreneurs striving to endeavour in additional business in difficult economic situations (e.g., in emerging markets). The focal point is the local bank, which is being approached from an existing entrepreneurial customer seeking further debt financing to extend the business portfolio. The described situation (credit analysis) is considered a supplementary function within the purpose-oriented business valuation theory. Therefore, the investment theory-based model for the central business valuation purpose (decision function) is taken as a basis and adjusted to the special requirements of the presented problem.
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1. Introduction
Funding new business enterprises is a risky endeavour for equity and debt financers alike. They both consider the value of the business in their decision of whether or not to provide financing for the given project. The functional valuation theory (Matschke, Brösel & Matschke 2010) recognises in the credit analysis a supplementary function of business valuation. Supplementary functions, as opposed to the main ones (decision, arbitration and negotiation), do not involve a change in the ownership relations of the estimated entity. The decision function is thereby central and the corresponding decision value is consequently the most important as well as best studied function. Further examples of supplementary functions are value-oriented management, contract design, performance-related remuneration, information, accounting, taxation, etc. (Brösel 2006). Many of these...
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valuation purposes are not yet explored in a satisfactory functional manner. This holds true also for the estimation of the creditworthiness (Matschke & Brösel 2013, pp. 67-68). This valuation purpose has not yet been subject to in-depth consideration and is insufficiently studied. This paper aims to help close this research gap.

The research question of this paper is the specific situation of an entrepreneur acting in emerging market striving to establish another business parallel to his current one(s). This phenomenon when one person owns more than one business at the same is called portfolio entrepreneurship and is part of the habitual (multiple) entrepreneurship (Kirilova 2013; Schulte & Kober 2007; Ucbasaran et al. 2008). They may do this because one business does not suffice to provide for their financial independence (patchwork portfolio entrepreneurs), as the group that this paper studies does. Some portfolio entrepreneurs do not necessarily need more than one business to generate enough independent income but still gladly engage in multiple parallel entrepreneurial activities. They are called opportunist portfolio entrepreneurs.

It is not always easy to identify each portfolio entrepreneur as the patchwork or the opportunist type. It is especially difficult to decide upon the right category when different future scenarios are to be considered. In some scenarios the income from one company may suffice (making the entrepreneur an opportunist portfolio type), in others this may not be the case (giving the same entrepreneur the characteristics of the patchwork portfolio group). In this case the motive is risk diversification (Iacobucci 2002; Kirschenhofer 2008, p. 52; Wright, Robbie & Ennew 1997).

Entrepreneurs operating in instable and erratic markets such as the emerging markets (Anayiotos, Toroyan & Vamvakidis 2010; Bakker & Klinglen 2012; Bergløf et al. 2010; Connolly 2009; Hawes 2013) are more likely to choose to engage in more than one business in order to diminish the risk of failing to generate enough income to provide for themselves (and, as the case may be, their family). The private assets of the founders and their family and friends typically are already exhausted for the first venture and creditors are unwilling to grant large loans because of low collateral and high risk of loss (Berger & Schaeck 2011; de Bettignies 2008; Hall & Woodward 2010; Robb & Robinson 2014). The local bank is already funding the first entrepreneurial engagement and thus faces the risk of total loss, if it fails. Failure due to sudden market cataclysm is less likely if the debtor holds a more diversified entrepreneurial portfolio. Hence the question arises, if the bank is not better off enabling the portfolio extension by providing further financing.

As stated above, this question falls under the credit analysis supplementary function from the purposive business valuation point of view. This function has been insufficiently studied. The central function – the decision function – has been thoroughly studied and modelled. Hering’s state marginal price model (Hering 2000) combines the strength of prior models while avoiding their weaknesses, thus providing a way to calculate the decision value under realistic, imperfect market conditions. This model has since been discussed in the English-speaking scientific literature (for example: Hering, Olbrich & Steinrücke 2006; Olbrich, Brösel & Hasslinger 2009; Matschke, Brösel & Matschke 2010; Brösel, Matschke & Olbrich 2012; Hering, Toll & Kirilova 2013, 2014).

In order to help create knowledge, this paper adapts the state marginal price model to the special situation of potential risk diversifying patchwork portfolio entrepreneur in emerging markets. The potential benefit of applying functional
valuation theory methods in times of crisis has been advocated before (Brösel, Toll & Zimmermann 2012).

The structure of this paper is as follows: In the second chapter, the fundamentals as well as a brief literature review is given for each of the three central topics of the paper – Habitual Entrepreneurship, Functional Business Valuation Theory and State Marginal Price Model. The conventional methods of credit analysis will not be thematised explicitly, as the proposed model is only meant to provide further assistance in isolated cases and not to override or generally supplement the established procedures. The third chapter describes the model development. In the first section the special requirement are worked out. The second section shows how the optimal entrepreneurial patchwork portfolio can be determined. In the final section of the third chapter, it is shown how this optimal portfolio selection method can be used by financial institutions to assess the creditworthiness of further entrepreneurial projects from clients who are already entertaining a business. Chapter four rounds up the paper, and offers a short summary of the findings and their implications as well as scope for further research.

2 Literature Review and Fundaments

2.1 Habitual Entrepreneurship

Multiple business engagement is not a new phenomenon (Jeremy 1984; Oxenfeld 1943; Scranton 1993). The beginning of the purposeful scientific attention to this topic is considered to be MacMilans Editorial for the Journal of Business Venturing in 1986 – "To Really Learn About Entrepreneurship, Let's Study Habitual Entrepreneurs". Of course, this phenomenon has also been studied in earlier works (see the literature overview in Ronstadt 1988). The amount of publications in this research field has grown since then but remains manageable (a comprehensive overview can be found in Schulten 2010, the last few years have also not shown exponential growth).

One of the major problems in this research field is the lack of a uniform definition or even of uniform terminology (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Birley & Westhead 1993; Kirschenhofer 2007, pp. 41-43). A definition is a purposeful choice each researcher has to make – a definition cannot be "false" (just as it cannot be "true"), as it is not a fact. Nevertheless a correct definition is essential for sensible research (Bernard 2012, pp. 34-40). A first attempt to at least systemise the term habitual entrepreneurs narrows down the dimensions to the five questions of Who, How, What, Why and When (Kirilova 2013). The definition of (one type of) habitual entrepreneur depends on the definition of entrepreneur, on the way in which the entrepreneur status is reached, on the definition of a venture, on the question of whether the motives behind the entrepreneurship matter and finally on the time dimension.

Two main groups of habitual entrepreneurs are commonly recognised – serial and portfolio entrepreneurs. The serial entrepreneurs have ended their prior entrepreneurial engagement before they venture into a new one. It is usually further distinguished whether the prior endeavor was a failure (so-called restarters) or not. The portfolio (this term is also not uniformly used, Morrish 2009, p. 34) entrepreneurs are simultaneously involved in at least two enterprises. Their motivation may be opportunity seizing or economic need (Schulte & Kober 2007). The last group (patchwork portfolio entrepreneurs) is the one this paper focuses on.

2.2 Functional Business Valuation Theory

In year 1923 Renner started his article with the "old battle between the objectivity
and the subjectivity". The main difference between all historic value (and price) theories has always been found in the adjectives "subjective" or "objective". The functional valuation theory (Matschke & Brösel 2013; see in English Matschke, Brösel & Matschke 2010) attempts to end this controversy by stating that there are many different reasons why a business has to be valued. Each value is characterised by the purpose that has led to the need of its establishment. Each of these purposes requires a different valuation technique, which may be entirely subjective or require some objectivity (while the one and only true "objective" value simply does not exist).

The functional business valuation theory differentiates between main and supplementary valuation functions. The main ones concern a situation, in which the assessed object is to be subjected to transition of ownership (traditionally, sale or purchase). The central one is the decision function, which determines the marginal or critical price for the presumptive seller or buyer. The presumptive seller needs to know his decision value in form of a minimum demandable price (see for an example in English Hering, Toll & Kirilova 2014). This value represents his last retreating line in a negotiation – if he accepts a lower price, he will suffer economic loss from the transaction. The presumptive buyer’s decision value is his maximum affordable price (Hering, Toll & Kirilova 2013 provides a sample calculation in English). This number is also his last line of retreat – if he pays more, the transaction will prove economically disadvantageous for him.

The other two main functions are the arbitration and the argumentation function. The arbitration function aims at finding the arbitration value that is acceptable for both parties. In order to judge whether an arbitration value is acceptable, the party needs to know at least their own line of last retreat, their decision value (ideally, they should also be able to make an educated guess of the other party’s decision value). So the arbitration value is only sensible if accompanied by the decision value. As neither the buyer nor the seller is willing to disclose his real decision value, all values they bring into the negotiation will be argumentation values. They are either "fake" decision values (higher than the actual minimum demandable price from the seller or lower than the maximum affordable price from the buyer) or potential arbitration values that are especially favourable for the one proposing them. To estimate if an argumentation value is beneficial, at least the own decision value must be known. Thus the decision function is truly pivotal.

The supplementary functions do not involve a planned change in the ownership of the assessed object. They are infinite, as new functions are added as legislation or business practices change. Examples for supplementary functions are value-oriented management, contract design, crisis management, performance-related remuneration, value-based dividend policy, insurance, information, accounting, taxation, etc. The assessment of the credit worthiness is also one of these supplementary functions. The financial institute is not interested in buying an equity share of the entrepreneurial venture. It only needs to know if it can count with the credit including interest being paid back on time. Nevertheless, the same instruments that the entrepreneur uses to optimise his portfolio can be utilised by the credit institute. How this can be done will be shown in the next chapter. Prior to that, the next section will introduce the state marginal price model.

2.3 State Marginal Price Model

The state marginal price model can be applied to compute the maximum affordable price for the buyer as well as the minimum
demandable price for the seller. So, the valuation subject (from whose point of view the valuation is to be conducted) can be either presumptive seller or buyer. As the entrepreneurs want to enlarge their portfolios, only the buyer version will be shown in the following. For the seller's point of view see Hering 2014, pp. 74-87 as well as the example in English Hering, Toll & Kirilova 2014. This model combines the advantages of Laux and Franke's (1969) mixed integer model with the two-step procedure of Jaensch (1966) and Matschke (1975).

The valuation process depends on the target function (usually wealth or income maximisation) as well as on the decision field, which consists of all the available opportunities for action. Further, the status quo should be determined. The status quo encompasses all investment and financing decisions which have already been met, as well as all investment and financing decisions that are predetermined (and thus subjectively seen as irreversible), even if they are not already contractually binding. The possibility to step out of contractually binding decision (with all consequences) constitutes a separate opportunity for action.

The decision field theoretically further consists of all opportunities for action available to the valuation subject. This excludes all opportunities for action that are unavailable (for example due to local legislation). In the decision function, opportunities for action that are factually available but are considered unacceptable from the valuation subject’s point of view (for example because of his religious views) are also considered unavailable. Realistically, the search for available opportunities for action is confronted with serious limitations in terms of information gathering and processing. Many technically available and subjectively acceptable opportunities

for action are simply overlooked and as a consequence cannot become part of the decision field. Due to the time and capacity restrictions perceived opportunities for action that do not appear promising are not further explored. As the consequences of these opportunities for action cannot be described, they are also not part of the decision field. Also the decision field practically encompasses all those available and perceived opportunities for action, that can be described, i.e. whose consequences can be subjected to an educated guess. The search for opportunities for action as well as the subsequent decision, which ones are to be explored, can be optimised, if it is known what the valuation subject preferences are.

The target function describes what the valuation subject desires to achieve. Usually it is a monetary goal, although it is also possible to integrate other (non-monetary) goals in the target function. The monetary goal can be maximal income stream or maximal wealth at given point(s) in time (Schneider 1992, p. 65). Income maximisation means that the size of a given temporal income structure is being maximised. The simplest construction is a uniform income stream, in which the same amount is planned as income for each period. The wealth maximisation aims to achieve maximum wealth amount at one or more (if necessary prioritised by means of weightings) points in time. The present and the accumulated value are two common variants. The present value is wealth maximisation at the beginning of the planning period and the accumulated value is wealth maximisation at the end of the planning period.

Knowing the status quo, the decision field and the target function of the valuation subject the optimal investment and financing programme without the considered new company may be computed as follows
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(Hering 2014, pp. 50-61, the approaches for income and wealth maximisation are slightly different and thus are provided separately):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income maximisation</th>
<th>Wealth maximisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max. TF</td>
<td>TF := IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[t = 0]</td>
<td>TF := WM = \sum_{t=0}^{n} w_t \cdot W_t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\forall t \in {1, 2 \ldots n}</td>
<td>- \sum_{j=1}^{m} g_{j_0} \cdot x_j \leq b_0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\forall j \in {1, 2 \ldots m}</td>
<td>0 \leq x_j \leq x_j^{\text{max}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\forall t \in {1, 2 \ldots n}</td>
<td>IS \geq 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W_t \geq 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{b}_t</td>
<td>predetermined CF at point in time t (balance from the status quo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{g}_{j_t}</td>
<td>CF (cash flow) of the object j at point in time t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>income stream size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>count of objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>count of periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>point in time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>target function realisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x_j</td>
<td>realisations of object j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x_j^{\text{max}}</td>
<td>maximum possible realisations of object j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_t</td>
<td>weighting of the wealth draft/income stream size at point in time t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_t</td>
<td>wealth draft at point in time t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM</td>
<td>sum of all weighted wealth drafts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The linear optimisation approach calculates the optimal investment and financing programme (base programme), which maximises the monetary target function value without the new company that is being valued (IS*/WM*). This target function level must be at least achieved in the valuation programme (with the transaction involving the new company). In the valuation approach for the purchase of the valuation object, the price for it is being maximised (as the maximum affordable price is searched). The target function level is no longer being maximised, but should only be reached again (satisfied).
The solution of the valuation approach provides the maximum affordable price for the purchased object as well as the complementary optimal investment and financing programme. The potential company purchaser can afford to pay this price and still achieve the same target function level as without the transaction.

The future is of course uncertain. In order to take this into account, one may carry out a sensitivity analysis (Hering 2008, pp. 308-320), calculate different scenarios or carry out a simulation (Hering, Schneider & Toll 2011, 2013). Especially in insecure turbulent markets, it is recommended to at least consider a few scenarios.

3 Model development

3.1 Special requirements

Portfolio entrepreneurs underlie one further restriction – the workload that one entrepreneur is able (and willing) to invest in his portfolio (Hintze 1992, p. 422). This means that every entrepreneurial opportunity for action j becomes one more characteristic $l_j$ – "workload" at point in time t. Furthermore, the workload from the status quo should be considered at any point in time ($l_0$). The sum of the workloads from all adopted entrepreneurial projects should not exceed the workload that he has at his disposal ($L_t$) at any time. This further restriction should be considered in the model.

In emerging markets the economic situation is insecure. This is why the optimal portfolio has to be proven crisis-proof. This means that the portfolio is capable to provide for the basic economic needs of the entrepreneur even under unfavourable conditions. This might be done by testing how the optimum portfolio for the expected situation performs in other (especially extreme) scenarios. The patchwork portfolio entrepreneurs in emerging markets and other instable markets have to entertain more than one business in order to make sure that they are able to sustain their financial independence in any economic situation. This means that it is not enough
to determine the optimum portfolio for one situation. It is important to see how this portfolio behaves under other conditions, especially under extreme ones. It is also beneficial to determine the optimum portfolios for the other scenarios as well as their consequences in all scenarios. Thus the patchwork portfolio can be chosen according to the needs of the entrepreneur. The portfolio should at least be able to provide a minimum income at any case.

Consequently, such portfolio would also be able to service the debt payments in any economic situation. Most entrepreneurs in emerging markets could only "hedge" their independent financial existence by the means

Income maximisation

max. TF

\[ TF := IS \]

\[ [t = 0] \]

\[ - \sum_{j=1}^{m} g_{j0} \cdot x_j \leq b_0 \]

\[ \forall t \in \{1, 2 \ldots n\} \]

\[ - \sum_{j=1}^{m} g_{jt} \cdot x_j + w_t \cdot IS \leq b_t \]

\[ \forall t \in \{0, 1 \ldots n\} \]

\[ l_{0t} + \sum_{j=1}^{m} l_{jt} \cdot x_j \leq L_t \]

\[ \forall j \in \{1, 2 \ldots m\} \]

\[ 0 \leq x_j \leq x_j^{\text{max}} \]

\[ \forall t \in \{1, 2 \ldots n\} \]

\[ IS \geq 0 \]

\[ b_t \]

predetermined CF at point in time t (balance from the status quo)

\[ g_{jt} \]

CF of the object j at point in time t

\[ IS \]

income stream size

\[ j \]

object; entrepreneurial project or other investment or financing project

\[ l_{0t} \]

work load from entrepreneurial projects in the status quo at point in time t

\[ l_{jt} \]

work load at point in time t for entrepreneurial project j (0 for other investment or financing objects)

\[ L_t \]

maximum available work load at point in time t

\[ m \]

count of objects

\[ n \]

count of periods

\[ t \]

point in time

\[ TF \]

target function realisation

\[ x_j \]

realisations of object j

\[ x_j^{\text{max}} \]

maximum possible realisations of object j

\[ w_t \]

weighting of the wealth draft/income stream size at point in time t

\[ W_t \]

wealth draft at point in time t

\[ WM \]

sum of all weighted wealth drafts

of a patchwork portfolio if they are granted further external capital. Therefore, a model that helps them find the crisis-proof portfolio can also be useful in the negotiations with potential investors or creditors.

### 3.2 Optimal entrepreneurial portfolio

In the following, a model based on the principle of the state marginal price model is shown. This model begins by determining the optimal entrepreneurial portfolio under the given financing opportunities (base approach).

This approach is solved for each scenario, and the different optima are further tested under the conditions of the other scenarios.
This way the entrepreneur can choose his preferred portfolio for the standing financing opportunities. Given the limited financing opportunities for most entrepreneurs, the base programme will probably not be diversified enough to be crisis-proof. In a second step, the entrepreneur chooses which new entrepreneurial project he wants to further engage in or which existing one he wants to enlarge. He can then calculate which financing conditions (interest) he may accept for the required extra financing, without putting himself in a worse position than if he has refrained from enlarging his portfolio.

Income maximisation

\[
\text{max. } I_T \quad [t = 0] \quad -\sum_{j=1}^{m} g_{j0} \cdot x_j - g_{EO} \leq b_0 + g_{F0} \\
\forall t \in \{1, 2 \ldots n\} \quad -\sum_{j=1}^{m} g_{jt} \cdot x_j - g_{Et} + w_t \cdot IS \leq b_t + g_{Ft} \\
\forall t \in \{0, 1 \ldots n\} \quad l_{0t} + \sum_{j=1}^{m} l_{jt} \cdot x_j \leq L_t \\
\forall j \in \{1, 2 \ldots m\} \quad 0 \leq x_j \leq x_j^{\text{max}} \\
\forall t \in \{1, 2 \ldots n\} \quad IS \geq IS^* \\
\end{align*}

Wealth maximisation

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max. } W_T \quad & -\sum_{j=1}^{m} g_{j0} \cdot x_j + W_0 - g_{EO} \\ & -\sum_{j=1}^{m} g_{jt} \cdot x_j - g_{Et} + W_t \leq b_t + g_{Ft} \\
\forall t \in \{0, 1 \ldots n\} \quad & l_{0t} + \sum_{j=1}^{m} l_{jt} \cdot x_j \leq L_t \\
\forall j \in \{1, 2 \ldots m\} \quad & 0 \leq x_j \leq x_j^{\text{max}} \\
\forall t \in \{0, 1 \ldots n\} \quad & W_t \geq 0 \\
\end{align*}
\]

- \(b_t\): predetermined CF at point in time \(t\) (balance from the status quo)
- \(g_{ET}\): CF from the portfolio extension \(E\) at point in time \(t\)
- \(g_{Ft}\): CF from the additional financing \(F\) at point in time \(t\) (function of the interest \(i_t\))
- \(g_{jt}\): CF of the object \(j\) at point in time \(t\)
- \(i_t\): interest for the further financing for the portfolio extension
- \(IS\): income stream size
- \(IS^*\): maximum income stream size resulting from the base programme
- \(j\): object; entrepreneurial project or other investment or financing project
- \(l_{0t}\): work load from entrepreneurial projects in the status quo at point in time \(t\)
- \(l_{jt}\): work load at point in time \(t\) for entrepreneurial project \(j\) (0 for other investment or financing objects)
- \(L_t\): maximum available work load at point in time \(t\)
- \(m\): count of objects
- \(n\): count of periods
- \(t\): point in time
- \(TF\): target function realisation
- \(x_j\): realisations of object \(j\)
- \(x_j^{\text{max}}\): maximum possible realisations of object \(j\)
- \(w_t\): weighting of the wealth draft/income stream size at point in time \(t\)
- \(W_t\): wealth draft at point in time \(t\)
- \(WM\): sum of all weighted wealth drafts
- \(WM^*\): maximum sum of all weighted wealth drafts resulting from the base programme
3.3. Assessing the Creditworthiness

The credit institute can apply the same technique to investigate how the extra credit will affect the entrepreneurial portfolio. Especially interesting are entrepreneurs, who are already clients and entertain one or more businesses, which do not yet form a crisis-proof portfolio. Especially on unstable markets, the risk of an extremely unfavourable scenario should not be neglected. In this case, the interest and debt payments cannot be served. This means that the bank may suffer a total loss if the economic situation worsens. But if the bank provides finance for an extension of the entrepreneurial portfolio to increase its crisis-resistance, they might hedge the danger that the existing debt faults (Spielberger 1996, pp. 191-192).

4. Discussion of the results

Assessing the creditworthiness is a supplementary valuation purpose according to the functional business valuation theory. This function has yet been studied in depth. This paper's aim is to help create knowledge by adapting the existing decision value models to credit analysis. In this adapted model, the linear optimisation approach calculates the optimal investment and financing programme (base programme), which maximises the monetary target function value under the time/work load constraint given the definite financing opportunities. This optimisation process has to be repeated for all possible scenarios and then the optima should be tested under the conditions of the other scenarios. Having studied the outcomes, the entrepreneur can make his informed portfolio decision. In a second step he identifies portfolio extensions, which can make his entrepreneurial portfolio more crisis-proof. He then calculates which financing conditions (interest etc.) are acceptable for the needed extra financing. The entrepreneur can then use the documentation of this process to create a case for a financing application at favourable conditions.

The same technique can also be applied by financial institutes to explore whether further financing for a patchwork portfolio entrepreneur is reasonable from a debt financer's point of view. The relationship between entrepreneurs and credit institutions is very important (Black & Strahan 2002; Canales & Nanda 2012; Petersen & Rajan 1994). Bank and entrepreneur can then together find a way to simultaneously hedge their individual positions.

This paper is a first attempt to observe the assessment of creditworthiness in a functional manner. Scope for further research can be found outside the specific situation of patchwork entrepreneurship in unstable markets. Furthermore, the research topic has only been addressed in a theoretical manner by constructing a model. The application of the introduced model on statistical data or as a part of empirical experiments is the logical next step.
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